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Abstract

In this paper, a noise adaptive speech recognition approach is proposed for recognizing speech which is corrupted by

additive non-stationary background noise. The approach sequentially estimates noise parameters, through which a non-

linear parametric function adapts mean vectors of acoustic models. In the estimation process, posterior probability of

state sequence given observation sequence and the previously estimated noise parameter sequence is approximated by

the normalized joint likelihood of active partial paths and observation sequence given the previously estimated noise

parameter sequence. The Viterbi process provides the normalized joint-likelihood. The acoustic models are not required

to be trained from clean speech and they can be trained from noisy speech. The approach can be applied to perform

continuous speech recognition in presence of non-stationary noise. Experiments conducted on speech contaminated by

simulated and real non-stationary noise show that when acoustic models are trained from clean speech, the noise

adaptive speech recognition system provides improvements in word accuracy as compared to the normal noise com-

pensation system (which assumes the noise to be stationary) in slowly time-varying noise. When the acoustic models are

trained from noisy speech, the noise adaptive speech recognition system is found to be helpful to get improved per-

formance in slowly time-varying noise over a system employing multi-conditional training.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The state-of-the-art speech recognition systems

work very well when they are trained and tested

under similar acoustic environments. Their per-
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formance degrades drastically when there is a

mismatch in training and test environments. When

a speech recognizer is deployed in a real-life situ-

ation, it has to encounter environment distortions,

such as channel distortion and background noise,

which cause mismatch between pre-trained models

and testing data. This mismatch between training
and test conditions can be viewed in the signal-

space, the feature-space, or the model-space (San-

kar and Lee, 1996). A number of methods have

been proposed in the literature to improve the

robustness of a speech recognizer to overcome

this mismatch problem occurring due to channel
ed.
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1 This is different from some of the above-mentioned robust

methods (e.g., PMC) which assume the acoustic models to be

trained from clean speech.
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distortion and additive background noise. These

robust methods can be grouped, in general, in four

kinds. The first kind of methods are based on

front-end signal processing, where speech en-
hancement techniques are used prior to feature

extraction for improving the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) (Ephraim and Malah, 1984). The second

kind of methods are based on robust feature ex-

traction; these methods try to extract features from

the speech signal which remain, to some extent,

invariant to environment effects, e.g., perceptual

linear prediction (PLP) (Hermansky, 1990) and
combination of static, dynamic and acceleration

features (Hanson and Applebaum, 1990). The

third kind of methods are based on missing feature

theory (MFT) (Morris et al., 1998), where effect of

acoustic environment (background noise) on each

component of a feature vector is estimated. The

components which are effected (or, corrupted)

more are either discarded or given less weight (or,
importance) during likelihood computation. The

fourth kind of methods is model-based. These

methods assume parametric models for represent-

ing environment effects on speech features. The

environment effects are compensated for either by

modifying the hidden Markov model (HMM)

parameters in the model-space, e.g., parallel model

combination (PMC) (Gales and Young, 1997) and
stochastic matching (Sankar and Lee, 1996), or by

modifying the input feature vectors, e.g., code-

dependent cepstral normalization (CDCN)

(Acero, 1990), vector Taylor series (VTS) (Moreno

et al., 1996), maximum likelihood signal bias re-

moval (SBR) (Rahim and Juang, 1996), Jacobian

adaptation (Sagayama et al., 1997; Cerisara et al.,

2001), and frequency-domain ML feature estima-
tion (Zhao, 2000). The model-based methods have

been shown promising for compensating noise ef-

fects (Vaseghi and Milner, 1997).

Most of the above-mentioned methods can deal

with the stationary environment conditions. In this

situation, noise parameters (mean vectors of a

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) representing sta-

tistics of noise) are often estimated before speech
recognition from a small set of environment ad-

aptation data for modifying HMM parameter or

input features. However, the environmental dis-

tortions may be non-stationary which happens
most of the time when a speech recognizer is used

in a real-life situation. As a result, the environment

statistics may vary during recognition and the

noise parameters estimated prior to speech recog-
nition are no longer relevant to the subsequent

speech signal.

In this paper, we propose a method (Yao et al.,

2002) that performs speech recognition in the

presence of non-stationary background noise.

Noise parameters are estimated here sequentially,

i.e., frame-by-frame, which allows this method to

handle non-stationary noise. In addition, this
method has the advantage that it does not require

the acoustic models to be trained from clean

speech. 1 The acoustic models can also be trained

from noisy speech.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2

we briefly review the current methods for speech

recognition in non-stationary noise. In Section 3,

the model-based noisy speech recognition is re-
viewed and, in particular, Section 3.2 presents

noise parameter estimation as a process that re-

quires both acoustic models and noisy speech ob-

servations. The noise parameter estimation process

must be carried out sequentially in order to track

the time-varying noise parameter. In Section 4, the

time-recursive noise parameter estimation is de-

scribed. The sequential Kullback proximal algo-
rithm (Yao et al., 2001), which is an extension of

the sequential EM algorithm, is applied for se-

quential estimation. Compared to the sequential

EM algorithm, the sequential Kullback proximal

algorithm gives flexibility in controlling its con-

vergence rate. Section 4.2 justifies the Viterbi ap-

proximation of the posterior probabilities of state

sequences given observation sequences. Section 5
provides experimental results carried out on TI-

Digits and Aurora 2 database (Hirsch and Pearce,

2000) to show the efficacy of the method. Discus-

sions and conclusions are presented in Sections 6

and 7, respectively.
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1.1. Notation

Vectors are denoted by bold-faced lower-case

letters and matrices are denoted by bold-faced
upper-case letters. Elements of vectors and matri-

ces are not bold-faced. Time index is in the

parenthesis of vectors, matrices, or elements. Su-

perscript T denotes transpose. Sequence is denoted

by (,). Set is denoted as {,}. Sequence of vectors is

denoted by bold-faced uppercased letter. For ex-

ample, sequence YðT Þ ¼ ðyð1Þ; . . . ; yðT ÞÞ consists
of vector element yðtÞ at time t, where its ith ele-
ment is yiðtÞ. The distribution of the vector yðtÞ is
P ðyðtÞÞ.

In the rest of the paper, the symbol X (or x) is
exclusively used for original speech and Y (or y)
is used for noisy speech in testing environments. n
is used to denote noise.

In the context of speech recognition, speech

model is denoted as KX . The time-varying noise
parameter sequence is denoted by KN ðT Þ ¼
ðkN ð1Þ; kN ð2Þ; . . . ; kN ðT ÞÞ, where kN ðtÞ is the noise

parameter at time t. In this work, kN ðtÞ is a time-

varying mean vector ll
nðtÞ.

By default, observation (or feature) vectors are

in cepstral domain. Superscript l explicitly denotes

log-spectral domain. For example, speech model

KX is trained from speech sequence XðT Þ ¼
ðxð1Þ; . . . ; xðtÞ; . . . ; xðT ÞÞ in cepstral domain, and

its log-spectral domain counterpart is X lðT Þ ¼
ðxlð1Þ; . . . ; xlðtÞ; . . . ; xlðT ÞÞ.
2. Review of methods for noisy speech recognition in

non-stationary noise

The model-based robust speech recognition

methods use a number of techniques to combat

time-varying environment effects. They can be
categorized into two approaches. In the first ap-

proach, time-varying environment sources are

modeled by HMMs or GMMs that are trained by

prior measurement of environments, so that envi-

ronment compensation is a task of identification of

the underlying state sequences of the environment

HMMs (Gales and Young, 1997; Varga and

Moore, 1990; Takiguchi et al., 2000) by MAP es-
timation in a batch mode. For example, in (Gales
and Young, 1997), an ergodic HMM represents

different SNR conditions, so that HMMs that are

compositions of speech and the ergodic environ-

ment model can have expanded states that possibly
represent speech states at different SNR condi-

tions. This approach requires a model representing

different conditions of environments (SNRs, types

of noise, etc.), so that statistics at some states or

mixtures obtained before speech recognition are

close to the real testing environments.

In the second approach, parameters of the en-

vironment models are assumed to be time varying.
The parameters can be estimated based on maxi-

mum likelihood, e.g., sequential EM algorithm

(Kim, 1998; Zhao et al., 2001; Afify and Siohan,

2001). In (Kim, 1998), the sequential EM algo-

rithm is applied to estimate time-varying para-

meters in cepstral domain. A batch-mode noise

parameter estimation method (Zhao, 2000) has

been extended to sequential estimation of time-
varying parameters in linear frequency domain

(Zhao et al., 2001). The noise parameters can also

be estimated by Bayesian methods (Frey et al.,

2001; Yao et al., 2002). In (Frey et al., 2001) a

Laplace transform is used to approximate the joint

distribution of speech, additive noise and channel

distortion by vector Taylor series approximation.

In (Yao and Nakamura, 2002), sequential Monte
Carlo method is used to estimate noise parameters.

The method reported in this paper belongs to

the second approach using maximum likelihood

estimation. A more detailed discussion about the

relation of our method with the above methods is

presented in Section 6.
3. Model-based noisy speech recognition

3.1. MAP decision rule for automatic speech

recognition

The speech recognition problem can be de-

scribed as follows. Given a set of trained models

KX ¼ fkxmg (where kxm is the model of mth speech

unit trained from X) and an observation vector

sequence YðT Þ ¼ ðyð1Þ; yð2Þ; . . . ; yðT ÞÞ, the aim is

to recognize the word sequence W ¼ ðWð1Þ;
Wð2Þ; . . . ;WðLÞÞ embedded in YðT Þ. Each speech
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Fig. 1. Plot of function yljðtÞ ¼ xljðtÞ þ logð1þ expðnljðtÞ�
xljðtÞÞÞ. xljðtÞ ¼ 1:0. nljðtÞ ranges from )10.0 to 10.0.
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unit model kxm is a � -state CDHMM with state

transition probability aiqð06 aiq 6 1Þ and each

state i is modeled by a mixture of Gaussian

probability density functions fbikð�Þg with para-
meter fwik; lik;Rikgk¼1;2;...;M , where M denotes the

number of Gaussian mixture components in each

state. lik 2 RD�1 and Rik 2 RD�D are the mean

vector and covariance matrix, respectively, of each

Gaussian mixture component. D is the dimension-

ality of feature space (or number of components in

a feature vector). wik is the mixture weight for state

i and mixture k.
In speech recognition, the model KX is used to

decode YðT Þ using the maximum a posteriori

(MAP) decodercW ¼ argmaxWPðW jKX ;Y ðT ÞÞ
¼ argmaxWPðY ðT ÞjKX ;WÞPCðWÞ ð1Þ

where the first term is the likelihood of observation

sequence YðT Þ given that the word sequence is W ,

and the second term denotes the language model.

3.2. Model-based noisy speech recognition

In the model-based robust speech recognition
methods, the effect of environment effects on

speech feature vectors is represented in terms of a

model. In particular, for MFCC features based

front-end, the following function was used in

(Gales and Young, 1997; Acero, 1990) to ap-

proximate additive noise effects on speech power

(See Appendix A for derivation):

yljðtÞ ¼ xljðtÞ þ logð1þ expðnljðtÞ � xljðtÞÞ ð2Þ

where yljðtÞ denotes the logarithm of the power of

(observed) noisy speech from the jth bin of filter

bank (used in MFCC analysis) at time t. Similarly,

xljðtÞ and nljðtÞ denote the log-powers of clean
speech and additive noise from the jth filter-bank

bin at time t. J is the number of bins in the filter

bank.

In order to illustrate the functional form rep-

resented by Eq. (2), we plot in Fig. 1 yljðtÞ as a

function of nljðtÞ keeping xljðtÞ fixed (xljðtÞ ¼ 1:0). It
can be seen from this figure that the function is

smooth and convex. This function approximates
the masking effects of nljðtÞ on xljðtÞ. The function
(2) will output either xljðtÞ or nljðtÞ depending on
whether xljðtÞ is much larger than nljðtÞ or nljðtÞ is
much larger than xljðtÞ. When xljðtÞ � nljðtÞ, the

observation y ljðtÞ is non-linearly related to xljðtÞ
and nljðtÞ.

Cepstral vectors yðtÞ, xðtÞ and nðtÞ are obtained
by discrete Cosine transform (DCT) on ylðtÞ, xlðtÞ
and nlðtÞ, respectively. Training data of fxðtÞ :
t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg is used to train the acoustic model
KX .

Based on certain assumptions, some of the

above-mentioned robust methods use Eq. (2) to

transform parameters of speech models or noisy

speech features. For example, when the variances

of xljðtÞ and nljðtÞ are assumed to be very small (as

done in Log-Add method (Gales and Young,

1997)), a non-linear transformation on the mean
vector ll

ik in mixture k of state i in KX can be de-

rived as follows:

l̂l
ik ¼ ll

ik þ logð1þ expðll
n � ll

ikÞÞ ð3Þ

where ll
n 2 RJ�1 is a mean vector for modeling

statistics of the noise data fnlðtÞ : t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg.
We denote the parameters of the noise model, e.g.,

mean vector and variance of a GMM, of the noise

fnðtÞ : t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg by KN .

With the estimated KN and certain transfor-

mation function (e.g., Eq. (3)), Eq. (1) can be
carried out as
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cW ¼ argmaxWP ðY ðT ÞjKX ;KN ;WÞPCðWÞ ð4Þ

This function defines the model-based noisy speech

recognition approach in our paper. Note that the

likelihood is obtained here given speech model KX ,
word sequences W , and KN . Compared to Eq. (1),

this approach has an extra requirement on esti-

mation of KN .
3.2.1. Noise compensation by the model-based noisy

speech recognition

In practice, we may encounter the situation that

xljðtÞ for training speech models is noisy. Therefore,

in order to apply function (2) for model-based

noisy speech recognition, it is necessary to consider

two situations: one when xljðtÞ comes from clean

speech and the other when it comes from noisy
speech.

In the first situation where xljðtÞ is extracted

from clean speech, as shown in Appendix A,

function (2) provides physical meaning of nljðtÞ,
which denotes noise power at jth filter bank at

time t in the log-spectral domain. Assuming that

the statistics do not change during recognition

process, a model of the statistics of fnljðtÞ : t ¼
1; . . . ; Tg can be estimated from noise along seg-

ments. For example, ll
n in Eq. (3) can be estimated

as the mean vector of nlðtÞ : t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg. This

assumption is explored in other methods, e.g.,

PMC (Gales and Young, 1997).

In the second situation, xljðtÞ in function (2) is

extracted from noisy speech. One way to apply

function (2) to this situation is to decompose it by
Taylor series as that in Jacobian adaptation

(Sagayama et al., 1997; Cerisara et al., 2001).

Another way, which is adopted in this paper, treats

function (2) as a non-linear regression function

between xljðtÞ and y ljðtÞ. In this context, nljðtÞ is the
parameter for non-linear regression between xljðtÞ
and yljðtÞ; i.e., nljðtÞ is a function of xljðtÞ and y ljðtÞ.
To illustrate the idea, the function (2) can be ma-
nipulated to derive the relation nljðtÞ ¼ xljðtÞþ
logðexpðyljðtÞ � xljðtÞÞ � 1Þ. Although this relation

is not directly utilized in this paper, it shows that

estimation of nljðtÞ requires both xljðtÞ and y ljðtÞ.
Since it is the parameter of nljðtÞ, KN , that is used in

the model-based noisy speech recognition ap-
proach, KN is estimated given sequences of xljðtÞ
and yljðtÞ.

Thus, in the present paper, we perform noise

compensation as a process conducted (iteratively)
in two steps: noise parameter estimation step and

acoustic model (or feature) adaptation step.

In the noise parameter estimation step, KN

(parameterizing nljðtÞ) is estimated as the para-

meter for the non-linear regression between the

sequences of yljðtÞ and xljðtÞ, via certain criterion,

e.g., maximum likelihood estimation of KN given

the sequences. In the acoustic model (or feature)
adaptation step, KN is substituted back into func-

tional formula, e.g., Eq. (3), which is derived based

on the non-linear regression function (2), to

transform speech model KX in the model space, so

that the transformed model bKY is close to

fyðtÞ : t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg. Similarly, the transformation

can be carried out in the feature space to make

fyðtÞ : t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg close to KX .
One point that needs to be clarified is that, as

shown in Fig. 1, when estimating parameter of

nljðtÞ as a non-linear regression between xljðtÞ and
yljðtÞ, the non-linearity of the function (2) may re-

sult in an estimate that is different from the true

parameters of the additive noise even though xljðtÞ
is clean speech. In view of this, it is better to see the

estimate as parameter in the non-linear function of

(2), instead of explicit meaning of the noise pa-

rameter. For the consistency in notation with
other methods (Gales and Young, 1997), in the

sequel, we still refer KN , the estimated parameter

for fnlðtÞ : t ¼ 1; . . . ; Tg, as noise parameter.

Normally, a direct observation of xljðtÞ is not

available, so KN are estimated from KX (the model

of xljðtÞ), and sequences of y ljðtÞ in either a super-

vised (with correct transcript) or unsupervised

(correct transcript is not known) way.
4. Noise adaptive speech recognition

As mentioned earlier, we consider the case when

noise conditions change during the recognition

process. Therefore, KN (in (4)) has to be estimated

sequentially, i.e., frame-by-frame.

We propose here a noise adaptive speech recog-
nition algorithm that carries out sequential estimate
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of time-varying noise parameter for noisy speech

recognition. This algorithm works in the model

space; i.e., modifying HMM parameters, and is

shown in Fig. 2. At each frame t, the noise adaptive
speech recognition carries out noise parameter

estimation in the module ‘‘Noise parameter esti-

mation’’ according to objective functions in Section

4.1. With the estimated noise parameter at the

current frame, the module ‘‘Acoustic model adap-

tation’’ adapts mean vectors of the acoustic model

KX by a non-linear function (14). The adapted

acoustic model, bKY ðtÞ, is fed into the recognition
process, which updates the approximation of the

posterior probabilities of state sequences via a

Viterbi process, and the approximated posterior

probabilities are used in the module ‘‘Noise

parameter estimation’’ to update the noise para-

meter sequence in the next frame. Detailed de-

scription of this algorithm is provided in the

following sections.
In Section 4.1, the objective function for time-

varying noise parameter estimation is defined. The

Viterbi approximation of the posterior distribution

of state sequences given noisy observation se-
Noise parameter estimation Acoustic model adaptation

XΛ

)(tNΛ

Recognition

Approximated
posterior 
probabilities

)(ˆ tYΛ
)(tY

Hypothesis

Fig. 2. Diagram of the noise adaptive speech recognition. KX ,

KN ðtÞ and bKY ðtÞ are the original acoustic model, noise para-

meter sequence at frame t, and adapted acoustic model at frame

t, respectively. Y ðtÞ is the input noisy speech observation se-

quence till frame t. Recognition module provides approximated

posterior probabilities of state sequences given noisy observa-

tion sequences till frame t to the noise parameter estimation

module, which output KN ðtÞ to adapt acoustic model KX tobKY ðtÞ.
quences is described in Section 4.2. Section 4.3

provides the detailed implementation.

4.1. Objective function for time-varying noise para-

meter estimation

Denote the estimated noise parameter sequence

till frame t � 1 as KNðt � 1Þ ¼ ðk̂N ð1Þ; k̂N ð2Þ; . . . ;
k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ, where k̂N ðt � 1Þ is the parameter esti-

mated in the previous frame. Given the current
observation sequence YðtÞ ¼ ðyð1Þ; yð2Þ; . . . ; yðtÞÞ
till frame t, the noise parameter estimation proce-

dure will find k̂N ðtÞ as the current noise parameter

estimate, which satisfies

ltðk̂N ðtÞÞP ltðk̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ ð5Þ

where ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ is the log-likelihood of observation

sequence YðtÞ given speech model KX and noise

parameter sequence ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ; i.e.,

ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ ¼ log P ðYðtÞjKX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞ
¼ log

X
SðtÞ

P ðYðtÞ; SðtÞjKX ;

ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞ ð6Þ

and ltðk̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ is the log-likelihood of observa-

tion sequence YðtÞ given speech model KX and

noise parameter sequence ðKNðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ;
i.e.,

ltðk̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ ¼ log P ðYðtÞjKX ;

ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ
¼ log

X
SðtÞ

P ðYðtÞ; SðtÞjKX ;

ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ ð7Þ

Here SðtÞ ¼ ðsð1Þ; sð2Þ; . . . ; sðtÞÞ is the state se-

quence till frame t.
Eq. (5) shows that the updated noise parameter

sequence ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ will not decrease the

likelihood of observation sequence YðtÞ, over that
given by the previous estimate of the noise para-

meter k̂N ðt � 1Þ concatenated with the previously

estimated noise parameter sequence KN ðt � 1Þ.
Since SðtÞ is hidden, at each frame, we iter-

atively maximize the lower bound of the log-like-
lihood according to Jensen�s inequality; i.e.,
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logP ðYðtÞjKX ;ðKN ðt�1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞ

¼ log
X
SðtÞ

P ðYðtÞ;SðtÞjKX ;ðKN ðt�1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞÞ

P
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ;ðKN ðt�1Þ;kHN ðtÞÞÞ

� log
P ðYðtÞ;SðtÞjKX ;ðKN ðt�1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞÞ
P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ;ðKNðt�1Þ;kHN ðtÞÞÞ

¼
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ;ðKNðt�1Þ;kHN ðtÞÞÞ

� logfP ðYðtÞ;SðtÞjKX ;ðKN ðt�1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞÞgþZ

ð8Þ

where kHN ðtÞ is an auxiliary variable, and Z is not

a function of k̂NðtÞ.
Define auxiliary function as

QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ

¼
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ

� logfP ðYðtÞ; SðtÞjKX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞg
ð9Þ

It provides the objective function to be maximized

by sequential EM algorithm (Krishnamurthy and

Moore, 1993).

The algorithm is carried out by iterations be-

tween the procedure to calculate the posterior

probability P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ,
and maximization of the objective function to
obtain k̂N ðtÞ. For each iteration, estimated

k̂N ðt � 1Þ is for initialization of kHN ðtÞ in the next

iteration.

Forgetting factor qð0 < q6 1:0Þ can be adopted

to improve convergence rate by reducing the ef-

fects of past observations relative to the new input,

so that the auxiliary function is modified to

(Krishnamurthy and Moore, 1993)

QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ

¼
Xt

s¼1
qt�s

X
sðsÞ

P ðsðsÞjYðsÞ;KX ;ðKN ðs�1Þ;kHN ðsÞÞÞ

� logfP ðYðsÞ;sðsÞjKX ;ðKN ðs�1Þ; k̂N ðsÞÞÞg
ð10Þ
In this above summation, the posterior probability

at state sðsÞ is weighted by a factor qt�s, which is

diminishing to smaller value when t � s gets larger.
The objective function by sequential Kullback

proximal algorithm (Yao et al., 2001) is ob-

tained by adding a Kullback–Leibler (K–L) di-

vergence, Iðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ, between P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;
KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ and P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ;
ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞ into the above objective func-

tions. So the new objective function is given by,

QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ � ðbt � 1ÞIðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞ ð11Þ

where bt 2 Rþ works as a relaxation factor, and
the K–L divergence is

Iðk̂Nðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ
¼
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKNðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ

� log
P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂Nðt � 1ÞÞÞ
P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞÞ

ð12Þ

The sequential EM algorithm is a special case of

this algorithm and corresponds to setting bt equal

to 1.0 in the algorithm (proofs are shown in

Appendix C.). Sequential Kullback proximal

algorithm can achieve faster parameter estimation
than that by sequential EM algorithm (Yao et al.,

2001).

4.2. Approximation of the posterior probability

Normally, time-varying environment parameter

estimation is carried out separately from the reco-

gnition process, as that in (Kim, 1998; Zhao et al.,

2001), by sequential EM algorithm with summa-

tion over all state/mixture sequences of a sepa-
rately trained acoustic model. In fact, the joint

likelihood of observation sequence YðtÞ and state

sequence SðtÞ can be approximately obtained from

the Viterbi process, i.e.,

P ðYðtÞ; SðtÞjKX ;KN ðtÞÞ � asHðt�1ÞsðtÞbsðtÞðyðtÞÞ
P ðYðt � 1Þ; SHðt � 1ÞjKX ;KNðt � 1ÞÞ

ð13Þ

where the previous state sHðt � 1Þ for decision of
SHðt � 1Þ is given as,
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sHðt � 1Þ ¼ argmaxsðt�1Þasðt�1ÞsðtÞ � P ðY ðt � 1Þ;
Sðt � 1ÞjKX ;KNðt � 1ÞÞ

By normalizing the joint likelihood with respect to

the sum of those from all active partial state se-

quences in the recognition stage, an approxima-

tion of the posterior probability of state sequence

can be obtained. Thus in (9) and (12), instead of

summing over all state/mixture sequences, the

summation is over all active partial state sequence

(path) till frame t provided by Viterbi process. By
Jensen�s inequality (8), the summation still pro-

vides the lower bound of the log-likelihood. This

approximation makes it easy to combine time-

varying environment parameter estimation with

the Viterbi process. We thus denote this scheme of

time-varying environment parameter estimation as

noise adaptive speech recognition since the same

Viterbi process is shared by the recognition process
and the time-varying noise parameter estimation

process.

4.3. Implementation

Time-varying noise parameter estimation is

carried out in the log-spectral domain. In parti-

cular, the mean vector ll
n in Eq. (3) is treated as

time-varying noise parameter. Thus, Eq. (3) is

written as,

l̂l
ikðtÞ ¼ ll

ik þ logð1þ expðll
nðtÞ � ll

ikÞÞ ð14Þ

By DCT on the above transformed mean vector,

cepstral mean vector l̂ikðtÞ 2 RD�1 of the adapted

model bKY ðtÞ is obtained.
By (14), the likelihood density function is re-

lated to noise parameters as that shown in (4). The

log-likelihood density function for mixture k in

state i is given by

log bikðyðtÞÞ ¼ �
D
2
logð2pÞ � 1

2
log jRikj

� 1

2
ðyðtÞ � l̂ikðtÞÞ

T
R�1ik ðyðtÞ � l̂ikðtÞÞ

ð15Þ

Initialization of the noise parameter is k̂N ð0Þ.
kN ðtÞ is estimated by the sequential Kullback

proximal algorithm (derivation is in Appendix D).
Time-varying parameter estimation by the se-

quential Kullback proximal algorithm is carried

out as follows. Given YðtÞ, the recursive update of
k̂N ðtÞ is given as,

k̂N ðtÞ  k̂N ðt� 1Þ

�
oQtðk̂N ðt�1Þ;k̂N Þ

ok̂N

bt
o2Qtðk̂N ðt�1Þ;k̂N Þ

ok̂2N
þ ð1� btÞ o

2ltðk̂N Þ
ok̂2N

�������
k̂N¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

ð16Þ
where Qtðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂N Þ is the auxiliary function for
the parameter estimation. Its first- and second-

order derivative of the auxiliary function with re-

spect to the noise parameter are respectively given

as,

oQtðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂N Þ
ok̂N

¼
X
sðtÞ

X
kðtÞ

P ðsðtÞkðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ;

k̂Nðt � 1ÞÞÞ o logbsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ
ok̂N

ð17Þ

o2Qtðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂N Þ
ok̂2N

¼ q � o
2Qt�1ðk̂N ðt � 2Þ; k̂N Þ

ok̂2N
þ
X
sðtÞ

X
kðtÞ

P ðsðtÞkðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ;

k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ o
2 log bsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ

ok̂2N
ð18Þ

The second-order derivative of the log-likelihood

ltðk̂N Þ with respect to the noise parameter is

o2ltðk̂N Þ
ok̂2N

¼
X
sðtÞ

X
kðtÞ

P ðsðtÞkðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ;

k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ o logbsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ
ok̂N

� �2
"

þ o2 log bsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ
ok̂2N

#

� oQtðk̂Nðt � 1Þ; k̂N Þ
ok̂N

 !2

ð19Þ
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Eqs. (16)–(19) are general formulae of the se-

quential Kullback proximal algorithm, which are

applicable to sequential parameter estimation be-

yond the current work. Note that, in the above
formula, in addition to the posterior probabilities

of state sequences P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKNðt � 1Þ;
k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ, only the first- and second-order deri-

vative of the log-likelihood with respect to the

parameter in interests, i.e.,

o logbsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ
ok̂N

and
o2 log bsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N

2

are required to be specified. In the context of the

sequential noise parameter estimation in this work,
by (15), they are respectively given as,

o logbsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ
ok̂N

¼ G k̂N

ol̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ
ok̂N

ð20Þ
o2 log bsðtÞkðtÞðyðtÞÞ
ok̂2N

¼ H k̂N

ol̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ
ok̂N

0@ 1A2

þ G k̂N

o2l̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ
ok̂2N

ð21Þ

where the jjth element in diagonal matrices G k̂N
2

RJ�J and H k̂N
2 RJ�J are given as

Gk̂N jj
¼
XD
d¼1

zdj
ðytðdÞ � l̂sðtÞkðtÞdðt � 1ÞÞ

R2
sðtÞkðtÞd

" #
and

Hk̂N jj
¼
XD
d¼1

"
� 1

R2
sðtÞkðtÞd

z2dj

#

respectively. zdj is the DCT coefficient.

The posterior probability, PðsðtÞkðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ;
ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ, at state sðtÞ and mixture
kðtÞ given observation sequence YðtÞ and noise

parameter sequence ðKNðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ is ap-

proximated by Viterbi process as described in

Section 4.2.

Since k̂NðtÞ represents the time-varying noise

mean vector l̂l
nðtÞ, by (14), the first- and second-

order derivatives of l̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ with respect to the

noise parameter ll
njðtÞ in Eqs. (20) and (21) are

respectively given as,
ol̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ
oll

njðtÞ
¼

expðll
njðtÞ � ll

sðtÞkðtÞjÞ
1þ expðll

njðtÞ � ll
sðtÞkðtÞjÞ

ð22Þ
o2l̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ

oll
njðtÞ

2
¼

expðll
njðtÞ � ll

sðtÞkðtÞjÞ
ð1þ expðll

njðtÞ � ll
sðtÞkðtÞjÞÞ

2
ð23Þ

Plugging the above estimates, respectively, into
ol̂l

sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ

ok̂N
and

o2l̂l
sðtÞkðtÞðtÞ

ok̂2N
can update noise parameter

l̂l
njðtÞ by Eqs. (16)–(19).
5. Experiments

5.1. Experiments on acoustic models trained from

clean speech

5.1.1. Experiment setup

In this set of experiments, acoustic models

were trained from clean speech. Because, in this
situation, some model-based noise compensation

methods can be applied, we thus compared three

systems. The first was the baseline without noise

compensation, denoted as Baseline, and the second

was the system with noise compensation based on

Eq. (3) while using a stationary noise assumption

(henceforth denoted as SNA); i.e., ll
n was kept as

constant once estimated from noise along seg-
ments. The third was the noise adaptive recogni-

tion system as given by (16). This system was

studied for different values of the relaxation factor

bt. Forgetting factor q in (10) and (18) was set to

0.995 empirically. Recognition performances of

systems were measured by their word accuracies

(WAs) calculated by HTK (Young, 1997) (inser-

tion errors are counted.). These systems were
compared in the view of the averaged relative error

rate reduction (AERR) in noise, which is calcu-

lated as the average of the relative error rate re-

ductions (ERR) in the noise. For example, the

ERR of system 2 over system 1 is calculated by

ERR ¼ WA2�WA1

100%�WA1
ð24Þ

where WA1 and WA2 each denote the WA
achieved by system 1 and system 2.
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Fig. 3. Estimation of the time-varying parameter ll
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Experiments were performed on TI-Digits data-

base down-sampled to 16 kHz. Five hundred clean

speech utterances from 15 speakers were used for

training and 111utterances unseen in the training set
were used for testing.

Each of the 11 digits was represented by a whole

word HMM with 10 states and each state modeled

by four diagonal Gaussian mixtures. Silence was

modeled by a 3-state HMM with four diagonal

Gaussian mixtures for each state. The beginning-

and ending-state of HMMs were skip-state; i.e.,

without output densities. The window size was 25
ms with a 10 ms shift. A filter-bank with 26 filters

was used in the binning stage.

Four seconds of contaminating noise was used

in each experiment to obtain noise mean vector

for SNA. It was also used for initialization of

ll
nð0Þ in Eq. (16) in the noise adaptive system.

Baseline performance in clean condition was

97.89% word accuracy (WA). Though we could
increase amount of training and testing data in the

experiments, our main objective was to verify,

when acoustic models were trained from clean

speech, whether the sequential parameter estima-

tion method can track background noise and

whether tracking of the noise evolution can im-

prove system robustness in terms of speech recog-

nition performance.

5.1.2. Speech recognition in simulated non-station-

ary noise

In this section, we report speech recognition

results on noisy speech generated from clean

speech by computer-generated simulated non-sta-

tionary noise. In order to generate non-stationary

noise, we used white noise signal obtained through

a Gaussian random number generator and multi-

plied it by a chirp signal (of fixed shape) in time

domain. To illustrate the shape of this chirp signal,
we analyze the noise by the filter bank and plot the

noise power in the 12th bin of the filter bank as a

function of time in Fig. 3 (shown as the dash-

dotted curve). From this figure, it can be seen that

the noise power changes at an accelerating rate,

which may have different value among speech ut-

terances and within an speech utterance. The SNR

of noisy speech as a result ranged from 0 to 20.4
dB. In contrast to the assumption of stationary
noise, the introduced non-stationarity in the sim-

ulated noise signal is significant.

We also plot in Fig. 3 the noise power in the

12th bin of the filter bank estimated by the noise

adaptive system. We can make the following ob-
servations from this figure. First, the noise adap-

tive system can track the evolution of the true

noise power. Second, the results show that the

smaller is the relaxation factor bt, the faster is the

convergence rate of the estimation process. For

example, estimation with bt ¼ 0:5 shows much

better tracking performance than that with

bt ¼ 1:0.
Speech recognition performance of the noise

adaptive system (measured in terms of word ac-

curacy) is studied here for different values of bt.

The results are listed in Table 1. For comparison,

the word recognition accuracies from the Baseline

and SNA systems are also given in this table. It can

be seen from this table that the noise adaptive

system achieves significant improvement in recog-
nition performance over the Baseline and SNA

systems.
5.1.3. Speech recognition in real noise

Here, noisy speech at different SNRs is pro-

duced by adding an appropriate amount of Babble



Table 1

Word accuracy (in %) in simulated non-stationary noise achieved by the noise adaptive system as a function of bt in comparison with

Baseline (without noise compensation) and SNA (noise compensation assuming stationary noise) systems

Baseline SNA 0.5 0.9 1.0

34.3 58.7 95.5 95.5 95.5

Because of the simulated non-stationary noise, SNR ranged from 0 to 20.4 dB.

Table 2

Word accuracy (in %) in Babble noise achieved by the noise adaptive system as a function of bt in comparison with Baseline (without

noise compensation) and SNA (noise compensation assuming stationary noise) systems

SNR (dB) Baseline SNA 0.5 0.9 1.0

29.5 96.7 96.7 97.6 97.9 97.9

21.5 34.0 95.2 96.4 96.7 96.7

13.6 25.3 83.1 91.0 91.3 91.3

7.6 16.3 73.2 75.6 75.3 75.3

AERR (in %) 26.9 30.9 30.9

Averaged relative error rate reduction (AERR) with respect to the SNA system is shown as a function of bt in the last row.
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noise to clean speech signals. The noise adaptive
system is applied to this noisy speech and the

recognition results for different values of bt are

listed in Table 2. Also shown in this table are the

results from the Baseline and SNA systems for

comparison. From this table, it can be observed

that, in all SNR conditions, the noise adaptive

system provides better performance than the SNA

and Baseline systems. For example, at 21.5 dB
SNR, the Baseline system achieved 34.0% WA and

the SNA system attained 95.2%. The noise adap-

tive system with bt ¼ 1:0 achieved 96.7%WA. As a

whole, the adaptive system with bt set to 0.5, 0.9,

and 1.0, achieved, respectively, 26.9%, 30.9%, and

30.9% averaged relative error rate reduction

(AERR) with respect to the SNA system.
Table 3

Word accuracy (in %) in the chirp-signal-multiplied Babble noise ach

parison with Baseline and SNA systems

SNR (dB) Baseline SNA 0

12.4 28.3 64.1 9

6.9 17.2 50.0 8

4.4 16.9 48.5 7

)1.6 14.8 37.7 4

AERR (in %) 5

Averaged relative error rate reduction (AERR) with respect to the SN
Though the noise adaptive system improved the
recognition performance with respect to the SNA

and Baseline systems for this Babble noise case,

this improvement is not as significant as obtained

in Section 5.1.2 for the simulated noise case. The

reason for this is that amount of non-stationarity

in the Babble noise is less than that in the simu-

lated noise used in Section 5.1.2. We then in-

creased the non-stationarity of the Babble noise by
multiplying the noise signal with the same chirp

signal as used in Section 5.1.2. Results are shown

in Table 3. It can be observed that the averaged

relative error rate reductions (AERRs) of the noise

adaptive system are larger than those in Table 2.

We also tested systems in highly non-stationary

Machine-gun noise. Through results shown in
ieved by the noise adaptive system as a function of bt in com-

.5 0.9 1.0

3.1 92.8 92.2

2.8 82.2 81.9

4.1 72.0 71.7

7.6 50.0 51.5

3.0 52.4 52.3

A system is shown as a function of bt in the last row.



Table 4

Word accuracy (in %) in Machine-gun noise, achieved by the noise adaptive system as a function of bt in comparison with baseline

without noise compensation (Baseline), and noise compensation assuming stationary noise (SNA)

SNR (dB) Baseline SNA 0.5 0.9 1.0

33.3 91.9 93.4 96.7 95.5 97.6

28.8 88.0 90.6 94.3 95.2 94.3

22.8 78.6 81.3 87.1 83.4 82.8

20.9 77.4 79.8 83.7 85.2 76.5

AERR (in %) 34.8 29.7 23.6

Averaged relative error rate reduction (AERR) with respect to the SNA system is shown as a function of bt in the last row.
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Table 4, we can observe that the noise adaptive

system can improve recognition performance in
the noise when the SNRs are within a certain

range; i.e., above 20.9 dB SNR. 2

Results presented in Fig. 3, Tables 1–3 show

that the noise adaptive speech recognition per-

forms well in slowly time-varying noise, e.g.,

Babble noise.
5.2. Experiments on acoustic models trained from

multi-conditional data

5.2.1. Experiment setup

This set of experiments is conducted on Aurora-
2 database (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000), which is a

modified database from TI-Digits database.

Training utterances in the experiments include

8840 utterances containing Subway, Babble, Car

and Exhibition hall noise in five different SNR

conditions (from 5 dB to clean condition in 5 dB

steps). The test set contains noisy utterances where

the noise types were the same as in the training set.
In each noise, there are 1001 utterances in each

SNR condition for SNRs ranging from 0 to 20 dB

with 5 dB steps.

Since some model-based noise compensation

methods, e.g., PMC (Gales and Young, 1997),

require the acoustic models to be trained from

clean speech, they cannot be applied to the ex-

periments. A normal way for environment ro-
2 Prior information of the contaminating noise can be used

as described in our work in (Yao et al., 2002) which formulates

noise parameter estimation within the Bayesian framework, so

that improvements over the SNA system could be observed in

lower SNR conditions.
bustness is the multi-conditional training; i.e., the

acoustic models are trained from noisy speech ut-
terances in all sorts of noise that are the same in

testing environments, which is in fact the approach

carried out by the baseline in this paper.

We thus compare two systems in this set of

experiments, the noise adaptive speech recognition

system (denoted as Adaptive) and the baseline

with multi-conditional training (denoted as Base-

line).
Features were MFCC+C0 and their first-order

derivatives. The feature dimension was 26. Though

it was possible to improve performance by in-

creasing the feature dimension, or state and mix-

ture numbers, our major objective was to verify if

the noise adaptive speech recognition can yield a

gain over the multi-condition training system.

The noise adaptive speech recognition system
was set with relaxation factor bt ¼ 0:9 and forget-

ting factor q ¼ 0:995. At time t ¼ 0, k̂N ðt � 1Þ was
set to zero vector in order to initialize the para-

meter estimation by Eq. (16). Performances of

systems were measured by WA. The ERR, calcu-

lated by Eq. (24), was used to compare system

performances in each noise condition and the sys-

tem performances as a whole were compared as the
average of the ERRs (AERRs) between systems.
5.2.2. Experimental results

The recognition performances of the Adaptive

and Baseline are shown in Table 5. We can observe

that the noise adaptive speech recognition system

has better performance than the Baseline system

for Subway and Babble noise. In terms of AERR
for each noise, the Adaptive system achieved

31.4% and 38.7% AERR with respect to the



Table 5

Word accuracy (in %) in the Aurora-2 database, achieved by the noise adaptive speech recognition (denoted as Adaptive) with

relaxation factor bt ¼ 0:9 and forgetting factor q ¼ 0:995, in comparison with baseline without noise adaptive speech recognition

(denoted as Baseline)

SNR (dB) Subway Babble Car Exhibit

Adaptive Baseline Adaptive Baseline Adaptive Baseline Adaptive Baseline

20.0 88.0 84.7 92.8 86.1 92.8 92.7 90.4 90.6

15.0 87.0 78.1 89.7 80.6 91.0 90.9 87.0 87.6

10.0 82.8 70.6 84.6 72.5 87.0 87.1 82.9 83.8

5.0 76.1 63.1 75.8 61.8 76.5 75.2 75.0 74.5

0.0 62.1 53.2 58.7 49.6 52.5 53.4 61.6 57.2

AERR (in %) 31.4 38.7 1.0 0.0

Both of the acoustic models were trained from multi-conditional training set. Average relative error rate reductions (AERR) with

respect to the Baseline in each noise are in the last row.

3 Two processes are applied before comparing them in

distribution. First, the power of each noise has been normal-

ized. Second, the length of noise sequence is equalized for the

two types of noise.
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Baseline system for Subway and Babble noise,
respectively. It performs as well as the Baseline

system for Car and Exhibit noise.

We can make two observations based on the

results. First, the noise adaptive speech recognition

system has large differences in terms of AERRs

when the results for Car and Exhibit noise are

compared to those for Subway and Babble noise.

For example, whereas there is 31.4% AERR over
the Baseline system in Subway noise, the Adaptive

system only attains 1.0% AERR over the Baseline

system in Car noise. This performance difference is

related to the Baseline system�s performances in

each noise. Note that, in 20 dB SNR, word accu-

racies attained by the Baseline system in both

Subway and Babble noise are below 87%, whereas

the word accuracies are above 90% in Car and
Exhibit noise. These performance differences show

that performances of HMM-based recognition

systems are dependent on types of environment

noise. The differences can be attributed to many

factors, e.g., effects on training accuracies of

HMM parameters due to environment noise,

which are difficult to analyze.

So far, the results show that this comparatively
higher baseline in Car and Exhibit noise leave less

room for noise adaptive speech recognition to

have performance improvements.

However, the second observation is more in-

teresting. The noise adaptive speech recognition

has larger AERR over the Baseline system in

Babble noise than that achieved in Subway noise.

In Babble noise, the Adaptive system has 38.7%
AERR, whereas it is 31.4% in Subway noise. Since
the performances by the Baseline system in the

above two types of noise are similar (In 20 dB

SNR, word accuracies by the Baseline system are

84.7% and 86.1%, respectively, in Subway and

Babble noise.), the difference in AERR can be

largely attributed to the performances of the esti-

mation process (16) in the Adaptive system when

applied to different noise.
In order to compare the two types of noise, we

view their histograms in log-spectral domain. 3 An

example of the histogram of the Mel-scaled filter-

bank log-spectral power is plotted in Fig. 4. It is

seen that, in addition to a larger mean value in the

21st filter bank, the Subway noise has wider peak in

distribution. This indicates that the Subway noise

has larger variance than the Babble noise (Quan-
titatively, the variance of the Subway noise in the

filter bank is 0.97, whereas the Babble noise has

variance of 0.89.). Furthermore, the skewness of

the Subway noise is larger than the Babble noise,

which suggests that it may not be reliable to model

the distribution of the Subway noise by a single

Gaussian density. Similar observation can be

found in other higher indexed Mel-scaled filter
banks. The observation of large variance conflicts

the assumption in Eq. (14), which assumes that the
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the log-spectral power of the Babble (upper) and Subway (lower) noise in the 21st Mel filter bank.
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variance of nljðtÞ in Eq. (2) is small. In the view of

this conflict, Babble noise can be seen as the noise

that better fits the assumption in Eq. (14). This may

account for the different performances of the

Adaptive system in the two types of noise.
6. Discussions

The method presented in this paper treats the

noise parameter as time-varying, and estimates the

noise parameter by an EM-type sequential pa-

rameter estimation method. Note that the ap-

proach adopted by the method is quite different
from some well-known methods, e.g., PMC (Gales

and Young, 1997), CDCN (Acero, 1990), and VTS

(Moreno et al., 1996), proposed in the literature

for robust speech recognition. When applied to

non-stationary environments, these methods make

use of a fixed noise model, which is either HMM

or GMM, and the state/mixture is considered to be

representative to testing environments. For ex-
ample, in PMC (Gales and Young, 1997), envi-
ronment effects are compensated by expanding

the original speech model according to the number

of mixture/state in the noise model. Accordingly,

recognition in non-stationary noise is carried out

in expanded state sequences. Since the noise model
is fixed, these methods assume that the statistics of

the testing noise is represented by the trained noise

model; i.e., the testing environment is known.

Some methods (Kim, 1998; Zhao et al., 2001;

Afify and Siohan, 2001) follow the same approach

adopted in this paper; i.e., estimation of noise

parameter sequentially, which relaxes the above

assumption and can possibly handle non-station-
ary and unknown environments. These methods

employ sequential EM algorithm for time-varying

noise parameter estimation in cepstral domain

(Kim, 1998) and in linear spectral domain (Zhao

et al., 2001). Afify and Siohan (2001) have consid-

ered the effects of changing rate of the noise spectral

coefficients on parameter estimation and applied

a scheme which adapts the forgetting factor q to
adjust convergence rates of the estimation process.

The forgetting factor is limited to a certain range in
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order to avoid divergence in estimation. Since the

influence of the forgetting factor on parameter

estimation is highly non-linear, the adaptation

scheme involves manual efforts to set the range of
the forgetting factor. Our work makes use of an

extension of the sequential EM algorithm, the se-

quential Kullback proximal algorithm. In this

method, the forgetting factor q is usually set to a

constant smaller than 1.0 (e.g., 0.995). According to

(Yao et al., 2001), the relaxation factor bt provides

an alternative way to control the convergence rate.

When bt < 1:0, the convergence rate of the se-
quential Kullback proximal algorithm by Eq. (11)

is faster than that given by sequential EM algo-

rithm (Yao et al., 2001). When bt > 1:0, the esti-

mation by sequential Kullback proximal algorithm

can be smoother. Our experiments carried out so

far showed that, whereas forgetting factor easily

gives divergent estimation by sequential EM algo-

rithm, estimation by sequential Kullback proximal
algorithm is robust when varying the relaxation

factor bt. It would be interesting and important to

devise an automatic way to control the relaxation

factor bt, which will be investigated in future.

In our work, a parametric model, Eq. (2), is

employed for sequential parameter estimation

when the original speech model is trained either

from clean speech or from noisy speech. Given the
objective by Eq. (5), the estimation is consistent

and is independent from the parametric model.

For example, instead of Eq. (2), the effects of noise

can be modeled by a linear combination of bias

terms in the cepstral domain (Deng et al., 2001).

These bias terms can be estimated in batch way

given stereo data (Deng et al., 2001) or sequen-

tially. In that case, the modeling of the noise effects
as a summation of bias terms is parametrical, but

the parameters of the biases do not have explicit

meaning. This is the situation when Eq. (2) is ap-

plied for parameter estimation when the speech

models were trained from noisy speech, since the

parametric model of Eq. (2) only provides explicit

meaning of noise effects if the original speech xljðtÞ
is clean. However, this does not prohibit its usage
of Eq. (2) when speech models are trained from

noisy speech because it is the objective in (5) in-

stead of the explicit meaning of the estimation that

is pursued.
The proposed noise adaptive speech recognition

method is a general framework for sequential es-

timation when speech is modeled by GMM or

HMMs. Although a particular parametric model
(2) is applied in the current work, other parametric

models, for example, (Deng et al., 2001; Surendran

et al., 1999), can be used within this framework.

This provides a guideline for application of the

noise adaptive speech recognition to other speech

features, for example, LDA based features. For

such features, there are interesting questions on

the formula of the parametric model for mapping
between xljðtÞ and y ljðtÞ, and they deserve further

investigations.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, a noise adaptive speech recogni-

tion approach is proposed for recognizing speech

which is corrupted by additive non-stationary

background noise. This approach sequentially es-

timates noise parameters, through which a non-
linear parametric function adapts mean vectors of

acoustic models. In the estimation process, poste-

rior probability of state sequence given observation

sequence and the previously estimated noise pa-

rameter sequence is approximated by the normal-

ized joint likelihood of active partial paths and

observation sequence given the previously esti-

mated noise parameter sequence. The Viterbi pro-
cess provides the normalized joint-likelihood. The

acoustic models are not required to be trained from

clean speech and they can be trained from noisy

speech. The approach can be applied to perform

continuous speech recognition in presence of non-

stationary noise. Experiments conducted on speech

contaminated by simulated and real non-stationary

noise have shown that when acoustic models are
trained from clean speech, the noise adaptive

speech recognition system provides improvements

in word accuracy when compared to the normal

noise compensation system (which assumes the

noise to be stationary) in slowly time-varying noise.

When the acoustic models are trained from noisy

speech, the noise adaptive speech recognition sys-

tem has been found to be helpful to get improved
performance in slowly time-varying noise over a
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system employing multi-conditional training. It has

been observed that the optimal value of relaxation

factor bt used in the estimation process depends on

the type of the contaminating noise. Further im-
provement in recognition performance can be

achieved by incorporating the adaptation for the

dynamic features in the present sequential estima-

tion framework and by refinement of the para-

metric function to model noise effects.
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Appendix A. Approximation of the environment

effects on speech features

Effect of additive noise on speech power at the

jth bin of the filter bank can be approximated by

(Gales and Young, 1997; Acero, 1990)

r2
yðjÞ ¼ r2

xðjÞ þ r2
nðjÞ ðA:1Þ

where r2
yðjÞ, r2

xðjÞ, and r2
nðjÞ denote noisy speech

power, speech power and additive noise power,

respectively, in the filter-bank bin j.
This equation can be written in the log-spectral

domain as follows:

logðr2
xðjÞþr2

nðjÞÞ ¼ logr2
xðjÞþ log 1

�
þr2

nðjÞ
r2
xðjÞ

�
¼ logr2

xðjÞþ logð1þ expðlogr2
nðjÞ

� logr2
xðjÞÞÞ ðA:2Þ

By substituting xlj ¼ log r2
xðjÞ, nlj ¼ log r2

nðjÞ and

ylj ¼ log r2
yðjÞ, this equation can be written as,

ylj ¼ xlj þ logð1þ expðnlj � xljÞÞ ðA:3Þ
Appendix B. The objective function of the sequential

Kullback proximal algorithm

The sequential Kullback proximal algorithm
(Yao et al., 2001) is a sequential version of the

Kullback proximal algorithm (Chr�etien and Hero,

2000) for maximum-likelihood estimation. In the

sequential Kullback proximal algorithm (Yao et al.,

2001), the cost function for the iterative procedure

is given as the log-likelihood function (shown in

Eq. (6)) regularized by a K–L divergence; i.e.,

ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ � btItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ
¼ ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ � ItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ
� ðbt � 1ÞItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ ðB:1Þ

where ItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ is the K–L divergence be-

tween the posterior distributions P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;
ðKNðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ and PðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ;
k̂N ðtÞÞÞ; i.e.,

ItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ
¼
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ

� log
P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ
P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞ

¼ ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
þ
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKNðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ

� log
P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ
P ðYðtÞ; SðtÞjðKN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞÞ

¼ �QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ þ ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
þ
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKNðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ

� log P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ; ðKN ðt � 1Þ; kHN ðtÞÞÞ ðB:2Þ

where the auxiliary function QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ is

defined in Eq. (9).

Substituting above equation into (B.1), we ob-

tain,

ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ � btItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ
¼ QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ � ðbt � 1ÞItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ þ Z

ðB:3Þ
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where Z is a function without relation to k̂N ðtÞ. We

thus obtain (11) as the objective function for the

sequential parameter estimation.
Appendix C. Properties of the sequential Kullback

proximal algorithm

C.1. Sequential EM algorithm is a particular case

of the sequential Kullback proximal algorithm

When bt ¼ 1:0, according to (B.3), the objective
function ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ � btItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ to be maxi-

mized is equivalent to maximization of QtðkHN ðtÞ;
k̂N ðtÞÞ, which is the objective function to be maxi-

mized by sequential EM algorithm.

C.2. Monotonic likelihood property

According to the objective function defined by
the sequential Kullback proximal algorithm, it has

ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ� ltðk̂N ðt� 1ÞÞPbtItðk̂Nðt� 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ
�btItðk̂N ðt� 1Þ; k̂N ðt� 1ÞÞ ¼ btItðk̂N ðt� 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ

ðC:1Þ

Since bt 2 Rþ, Itðk̂Nðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞ ¼ 0 and

Itðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞP 0, we prove that the sequen-

tial Kullback proximal algorithm can achieve the

objective function (5).

Appendix D. Derivation of the sequential Kullback

proximal algorithm

The first- and second-order differential of the

K–L divergence of (B.2) are given respectively as,

oItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

¼ � oQtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

þ oltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂NðtÞ

ðD:1Þ

o2ItðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

¼ � o2QtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂NðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

þ o2ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂NðtÞ2

ðD:2Þ
Assume that
oItðkHN ðtÞ;k̂N ðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

���
k̂N ðtÞ¼kHN ðtÞ

¼ 0 has been

achieved, and it thus holds

oltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

�����
k̂N ðtÞ¼kHN ðtÞ

¼ oQtðkHN ðtÞ; k̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂NðtÞ

�����
k̂N ðtÞ¼kHN ðtÞ

ðD:3Þ

With the second-order Taylor series expansion of

the objective function (B.1) at kHN ðtÞ, the updating
of noise parameter is given as,

k̂NðtÞ  k̂N ðt � 1Þ

�
oðltðk̂N ðtÞÞ�bt ItðkHN ðtÞ;k̂N ðtÞÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ
o2ðltðk̂N ðtÞÞ�bt ItðkHN ðtÞ;k̂N ðtÞÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ2

������
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

ðD:4Þ

By (D.2) and (D.3), the updating is given as,

k̂NðtÞ k̂N ðt�1Þ

�
oQtðkHN ðtÞ;k̂N ðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

bt
o2QtðkHN ðtÞ;k̂N ðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ2
þð1�btÞo

2ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

������
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

ðD:5Þ

The derivation of the updating formula for the

auxiliary function Qtðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ can be seen

in (Krishnamurthy and Moore, 1993). We briefly

describe the derivation in this paper. Since

Qtðk̂N ðt � 1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞ

¼
X
SðtÞ

P ðSðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKNðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ

� log½P ðSðt � 1ÞjYðt � 1Þ;KX ;KN ðt � 1ÞÞ
� asðt�1ÞsðtÞbsðtÞðyðtÞÞ�

¼
X
Sðt�1Þ

P ðSðt � 1ÞjYðt � 1Þ;KX ;KN ðt � 1ÞÞ

� log bsðt�1Þðyðt � 1ÞÞ

þ
X
sðtÞ

PðsðtÞjYðtÞ;KX ; ðKNðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞÞ

� log bsðtÞðyðtÞÞ þ Z
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Denote Qt�1ðk̂N ðt � 2Þ; k̂NðtÞÞ ¼
P

Sðt�1Þ PðSðt � 1Þj
Yðt�1Þ;KX ;KN ðt�1ÞÞ logbsðt�1Þðyðt�1ÞÞ. Assume

that k̂Nðt � 1Þ has made
oQt�1ðk̂N ðt�2Þ;k̂N ðtÞÞ

ok̂N
jk̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ ¼ 0. We thus obtain the

first- and second-order derivative of the auxiliary

function with respect to the noise parameter,

which are shown in (17) and (18), respectively.

In order to calculate o2ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

, define forward
accumulated likelihood at state i and mixture m
as atði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ ¼ P ðYðtÞ; sðtÞ ¼ i, kðtÞ ¼ mjKX ;
ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂NðtÞÞÞ, and accordingly the forward

accumulated likelihood at state i, atði; k̂N ðtÞÞ ¼P
m atði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ. They are related as shown

below.

atði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ

¼
X�
l¼1

at�1ðl; k̂N ðt � 1ÞÞaliwimbimðyðtÞÞ ðD:6Þ

Since ltðk̂NðtÞÞ ¼ log
P

im atði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ, it has

oltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂NðtÞ

�����
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

¼ o log
P�

i¼1
PM

m¼1 atði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂NðtÞ

�����
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

¼
P�

i¼1
PM

m¼1
oatði;m;k̂N ðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞP�
j¼1
PM

m¼1 atðj;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ

������
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

ðD:7Þ

By (15) and (D.6), it has

oatði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

¼ atði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
o logbimðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ
ðD:8Þ

Substituting the above equation into (D.7), we

have

oltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

�����
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

¼
X�
i¼1

XM
m¼1

ctði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
o logbimðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

�����
k̂N ðtÞ¼k̂N ðt�1Þ

where ctði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ ¼ atði;m;k̂N ðtÞÞP
lm

atðl;m;k̂N ðtÞÞ
represents the

posterior probability at state i and mixture m given
observation sequence YðtÞ and noise parameter

sequence ðKN ðt � 1Þ; k̂N ðtÞÞ. We thus obtain

o2ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

¼
X�
i¼1

XM
m¼1

octði;m; k̂NðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

o logbimðyðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ

þ
X�
i¼1

XM
m¼1

ctði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
o2 log bimðyðtÞÞ

ok̂2N ðtÞ
ðD:9Þ

Noting that ctði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ ¼ atði;m;k̂N ðtÞÞP�

i¼1

PM

k¼1 atði;k;k̂N ðtÞÞ
and

referring to (D.8), we have

octði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂NðtÞ

¼ ctði;m; k̂NðtÞÞ
o logbimðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

"

�
X�
l¼1

XM
k¼1

ctðl; k; k̂NðtÞÞ
o logblkðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

#
ðD:10Þ

Substituting above equation into (D.9), we have

o2ltðk̂N ðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

¼
X�
i¼1

XM
m¼1

ctði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
o logbimðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

 !2
24

þ o2 log bimðyðtÞÞ
ok̂N ðtÞ2

35
�

X�
i¼1

XM
m¼1

ctði;m; k̂N ðtÞÞ
o logbimðyðtÞÞ

ok̂N ðtÞ

 !2

ðD:11Þ
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